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Important rules in any nonlinear FEM analysis

1 Use high quality meshes; more time you spent on the mesh less time you spent
on computation

2 Huge models should be run �rst using elastic materials but considering true
contact interfaces

3 Before you run calculations check construction/excavation stages+boundary
conditions in preprocessor

4 Include all meaningful stages foreseen in the construction technology

5 At early stage of the project make assumptions on the safe side

6 Divergent/nonconvergent steps analyze trying to understand if this is caused by
the model geometry, wrong boundary conditions (usually for water pressures)
and material data

7 If you exhaust all your ideas what could be wrong, or you think it is a bug in the
code, send zipped data �le with short explanation to the hotline
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Meshing, kinematic constraints,

continuum elements
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2D/3D mesh quality

Mesh quality depends on the shape of elements (ratio hx/hy )

Most accurate results will be obtained for a regular
(structured) meshes with aspect ratio close to 1.0

In 3D this may be di�cult (will see later on how to handle
these cases)

In 3D we do not need to worry about strati�cation (in most
cases option Boreholes can help)
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Why Q4/B8 for continuum ?

Since many years low order quadrilateral or hexaedral elements
are used in ZSoil
These are not classical elements (→ BBAR or EAS)
These elements are free of the volumetric locking e�ect (what
is that?)
In plasticity (especially in the limit states) we do observe
plastic �ow without volume changes (soils) or strong dilatancy
(concrete/rocks)
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Why Q4/B8 for continuum ?

In 2D the optimal number of free degree of freedom to the
number of constraints is equal to 2 (in 3D → 3) (at material
point)
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Why Q4/B8 for continuum ?

Elements that exhibit locking e�ect overestimate
(signi�cantly) bearing capacities/safety factors in ultimate
limit state analyses

Higher order elements (T6, Q8, B20) are more accurate when
their edges remain straight (2D) or their facets remain in plane
(3D)

In low order elements it is enough to store results only at
centroids (only 1 point both in the 2D and 3D), which are so
called superconvergent points

This saves lot of external disk storage without any loss of
accuracy
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Why Q4/B8 for continuum ?
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Unstructured vs structured meshing
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Mesh re�nement in 2D: scheme 1→ 3

NB. In this scheme number of nodes becomes big very soon; option
works in 3D as well
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Mesh re�nement in 2D: option Nodal link

Use option FE model/Nodal link/Create on aut.sel.nodes-elements
Another possibility is to use selection of unconnected nodes: Lists/Nodes/select
with inconsistent split
Then we can use option: FE model/Nodal link/Create on node(s) -
aut.sel.elements
Then select these degrees of freedom that are to be tied
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Mesh re�nement in 2D/3D: option Nodal link

When Nodal link may not work properly?

In this case we have to attach nodes of the denser mesh to the
coarser one
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General rules for option Nodal link

Nodes of the element, to which some other node is linked,
cannot be linked with any other element (overconstraining of
kinematics)

Therefore we cannot link nodes of the dense mesh to the
coarse one and vice versa (possible in penalty type kinematic
constraints, to be discussed later on)

Nodal link option is especially useful for
1 Transfering nodal forces computed as reactions by other codes

(Robot) on foundation rafts computed with ZSoil
2 Transfering line loads to foundation rafts (via arti�cial beams

with very low sti�ness)
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Option Nodal link: examples

First we may select nodes of the �ctitious beam and then
create Nodal link using option FE model/Nodal link/On
node(s)
Fictitious beam element should be split to get element size
compatible with the element size in the foundation raft (in this
case size of beam elements can be smaller than of shell ones)
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So what to do in the following situation ?

1 Kinematic constraints (penalty method)
2 Mesh tying (highly accurate option to tie incompatible meshes

but expensive in computation)
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Option: kinematic constraints

This option is not exact but we can attach denser mesh to the
coarser one and vice versa (see deformation due to gravity
load)
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Option Mesh Tying

This option allows to satisfy constraints in an exact manner; it
is enough to attach the upper part to the lower one or lower to
to the upper)

To de�ne mesh tying, edges of elements in the upper
part(facets in the 3D) must be selected and labeled, then the
same operation must be repeated for the lower part; then we
de�ne an interface as a pair of labeled edges (facets)
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Option Mesh tying

Initial nonconforming mesh

Hidden
zone

Create group of edges
with label

Create group of edges
with label
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Results for options: Nodal link and Mesh tying
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Contours of σy for option: Nodal link
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Contours of σy for Mesh tying
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Modeling massive structures in 2D/3D with aid of
continuum elements

Massive members may require continuum elements Q4/B8 to
be used
The two special Q4 and B8 elements are implemented in ZSoil
that are very accurate but the only model to be used is the
elastic one
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Modeling massive structures in 2D/3D with aid of
continuum elements

How to retrieve sectional forces from continuum elements ?

MNT diagrams 2D/3D video
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Postprocessing: smoothing element results via
superconvergent patch recovery

Gauss point
Superconvergent Gauss p.

node

Calculations are run in 4 Gauss points + in the center (!) (in Q4) (8+1 in 3D)

In order to plot the color contour let say σx we have to �nd a patch of elements
adjacent to each nodal point

Then we assume: σx = a+ b ∗ x + c ∗ y + d ∗ x ∗ y (hence in 2D at least 4
elements must be adjacent, or 3 (then d = 0))

Then we optimize values a, b, c, d to get best �t

This procedure gives stress results more accurate by one order (in many FE
codes standard projection from Gauss points to the nodes is used)
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Beam elements in ZSoil
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Flexibility based

Standard 2-node

Integration pointsg p
Nodes

Here results for Flexibility based elements are exact
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Beam elements in structural applications: examples

Examples 1

In material group Main

Next slide

Frame structure
(statics/pushover/dynamics

NB. Each structural member (column, beam) is discreti-
zed with 1 element (!) (in reinforced concrete some split
may be needed to account for di�erent reinforcement)
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Beam elements in structural applications: examples

Example 2

In material group Main

Next slide

Frame + foundation (static analysis)

NB. Each structural member (column, beam) is discreti-
zed with 1 element (!) (in reinforced concrete some split
may be needed to account for di�erent reinforcement)
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Beam elements in soil-structure interaction

N Preface N N 2D problems

1.4 HOW TO RUN SHEET-PILE WALL PROBLEM

• Data file: tutorials/sheet-pile-wall.INP

• Description

Generation of a complex geotechnical model of installation of an anchored sheet pile wall,
followed then by an excavation is the goal of this tutorial. The geometry of the model
will evolve in time and some model components like wall, anchors or excavated soil layers
will appear or disappear according to the assumed scenario. The geometry of the model is
shown in the figure below.

Clay

Excavation zone-1

Excavation zone-2

6 m
3

3

8 m

6m
12 m 18 m

3

Medium sand
Anchors

Sheet pile wall

5

2
3

Sequence of all steps is shown in the following table.

Initial state (t = 0) Installation of sheet pile wall (t = 1)

Excavation zone-1

Installation of first anchor (t = 2) Excavation of 1 sand layer (t = 3)

Excavation zone-1 Excavation zone-1

Installation of second anchor (t = 4) Excavation of 2 sand layer (t = 5)

June 16, 2007
Z Soilr-3D-2PHASE v.7

QuickHelp DataPrep Theory Benchmarks
TU–37
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Postprocessing: sectional force envelopes in beam elements

Additional grid de�nition

MIN

MAX

Limitation: No grid points <= 10
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Postprocessing: Activating envelopes mode
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Postprocessing: envelopes of stress resultants in beams
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Postprocessing: General remarks on envelopes

Envelopes

Mx ,My ,Mz ,N,Qy ,Qz in beam elements

Color contours of of any selected quantity can be plot

Envelopes can be plot in cross sections of shell/membrane
(3D) elements

Envelopes can be plot in cross sections of continuum elements

NB. When visualizing (min or max) let say moment Mxx in shell
elements then we may also show a corresponding set of remaining
quantities like Nxx ,Nxy ,Nyy ,Mxy ,Myy ,Qx i Qz
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and

shells.

Segmental linings
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and shells

yL

1 2
H1 H2

xL

zLzL

Nonlinear relation between generalized sectional force and
coresponding relative generalized displacement (F−∆u) can
be de�ned for each degree of freedom separately

Thanks to that we can model sheet pile wall as an anchoring
member

To model segmental linings we may use Jannsen's hinge
formulation in which bending is coupled to the normal e�ort

Relations F−∆u can be de�ned as sensitive to the sign of a
relative displacement (axial stretches and bending mode can
only be de�ned as sensitive to the sign)
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and shells

b

h

h

1m

h

Janssen's formula for full stick

M = E b
h2

12
∆φ

Formula for joint with a gap

M = 1/6

(
3 |∆φ|Ebh − 2

√
2
√
|∆φ|Ebh |N|

)
|N| sign (∆φ)

|∆φ|Eb

In order to model tension cut-o� we can add one hinge for
tensile mode and Jannsen's one for bending
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and shells
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Here we use exact beam elements (�exibility based beam
elements)

In this test we enforce the rotation on both ends while the
normal force N is varying

Here we analyze two models (real contact and Jannsen hinge)
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and shells

Load time function for φz(t) Load time function for N(t)
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Nonlinear hinges in beams and shells: general remarks

Nonlinear hinges can be used to model pull-out tests (at
endpoint of the sheet pile wall that is connected to the subsoil)
In such case we can activate a hinge for ux degree of freedom
assuming zero force in tensile domain and relatively large

sti�ness for compression (k =
EA

L
ε, A- cross section, L- beam

length, E - Young's modulus, ε = 104 ÷ 106- penalty factor)
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Contact problems
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Soil-structure interaction: interface elements

singular point

1 Contact interface is generated on edges of continuum or on structures (then we
de�ne contact on left and right side of te strusture)

2 Interfaces can be generated between continuum-continuum (2D,3D),
continuum-beam (2D), continuum-membrane (2D,3D)

3 A singular case appears at the connection between sheet pile wall and subsoil
(by default beam is separated from continuum); to link beam element with
continuum at this point one may use option Interface/Update/Link singular

nodes but at the level of FE model

4 Mesh for interface elements is inherited from adjacent elements (continuum,
structures)
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Contact interfaces: continuity/real contact mode

Interfaces may work in a di�erent manner in time

Possible contact interface modes:
1 Full continuity for all degrees of freedom (DOF)

(displacements, pore pressures, temperatures) on both sides of
the interface

2 Full continuity for all DOFs except pressure �eld
3 True contact behavior; in this case we may decide how to

treat non-kinematic DOFs (pore pressures, temperatue,
humidity) in the interface at the material level (switch

ON/OFF groups: � Flow , � Heat i � Humidity ).
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Contact interfaces: �ow through thin layers

Fully permeable interface with pressure compatibility on both sides

z’ x’

z’ x’

Partially permeable k
′
x = kx h k

′
z = kz /h (h - layer thickness)

z’ x’
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Contact interfaces: e�ective vs total stress

For permeable interfaces e�ective stress mode is always enforced (!)

For impermeable interfaces we can select between e�ective/total
stress NB. E�ective stress makes sense only when at least one of the

adjacent continuum elements is permeable (group � Flow is ON)
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Contact interfaces: General remarks

singular point

Interfaces are treated as any other element (existence,
unloading etc..)

If we do not remove the interface during excavations (in the
inp �le) ZSoil will correct it itself
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Contact interfaces: material data

Instead of de�ning many contact materials (due to di�erent
friction coe�cient) we may use the automatic inheriting of soil
friction angles from the adjacent continuum (same approach
can be used for modeling piles as embedded beams in the 3D
continuum)
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Contact interface: normal gap control

Penalty approach

kn

P P

P P

overlap
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Contact interfaces: normal gap control

1 Overpenetration of contacting bodies can be checked in the
*.log �le and in the postprocessor (Element info for interface
element) by showing the diagram/color contour (in 3D) of the
Normal gap

2 In case of too excessive overpenetration we can amplify the kn
multiplier (carefully !) and/or activate an option Augmented
Lagrangian in menu Control/Contact algorithm
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Contact interface: Augmented Lagrangian approach

P P

t=0 t=1 t=1
after augmentation

General formula to compute interface forces N = No + kn gn
(No is the current estimated interface force)

(a) Force P yields the overpenetration gn =
P

kn
(b) Hence force in the interface will be N = P
(c) Then we update the estimated force in the interface
No = N = P
(d) Let's compute again force in the interface
N = No + kn gn = P + P = 2P while N = P hence gn = 0
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Contat interface: Augmented Lagrangian approach

Menu: Control/Contact algorithm

This algorithm in nonlinear computations must be used with
care (ampli�cation factor for contact sti�ness keep close to
1.0)

To excessive penetration leads to underestimation of
internal forces in structures
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Controling nonlinear computations
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Running computations: computational module window
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Running computations: computational module window

During run user may
1 Modify the convergence norms for forces/�uxes
2 Skip to the next step if slow convergence is observed and none

of the nonlinear solvers, neither step reduction, do not help
("Skip to the next step")

3 Change the value for the ampli�cation factor for the step
acceptance if it is terminated with norm above the assumed
level (let say 1%) but below a certain value

4 Cancel automatic iteration increase if the iterations are not yet
�nished (default is +5 iterations)
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Running computations: checking the *.log �le

Some errors are reported in that �le; also maximum normal and
tangent gaps in contact are reported
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Controling progress of computations: Drivers & Control

In version 2014 each driver may have declared di�erent
convergence norms
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Automatic selection of a nonlinear solver and time step
reduction/ampli�cation
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Remarks concerning controling of computations

1 By default each driver has an automatic nonlinear solver
selection option switched ON

2 How it works ?

3 In the 2D the full Newton-Raphson is set as a starting
nonlinear solver (this method requires computation and
factorization of the global sti�ness matrix at each iteration,
can be dangerous sometimes) while in the 3D the BFGS is
used as a default initial solver; in case of induced divergence
other solvers will be tried

4 Optionally one may create his own control in which automatic
step reduction will be activated
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Setting an automatic selection of nonlinear solvers and
automatic step reduction
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